
This document contains tips on configuring the IBM DB2 Connect product to

access the DB2 on IBM i & AS/400. (Note: IBM's DB2 Connect does not

provide any significant performance improvements over the IBM Client Access

Express ODBC driver that's included with every IBM i & AS/400 server).

If you choose to use DB2 Connect for data access, then it is highly

recommended that connection is configured with the DB2 Connect Client

Configuration Assistant.

Detailed instructions on configuring an IBM i & AS/400 connection with DB2
Connect (48.7KB)

Note: If a TCP/IP connection is desired, then your AS/400 server cannot have

a release prior to V4R2 installed.

If you really want to manually configure the connection via the DB2 command

line, then you will need to enter catalog commands similar to the following:

> db2 catalog tcpip node as400 remote as400.somecompany.com server

446

1. 

> db2 catalog db as400db at node as400 authentication dcs2. 

> db2 catalog dcs db as400db as mydbsvr3.

Where "as400db" is your local alias for the database and "mydbsvr" is the local

RDB name of the AS/400 (set via WRKRDBDIRE).

If you catalogued the DB2 for i server incorrectly, you may get an SQL5048N

error message. SQL7008N is another common error is that the DB2 for i tables

being accessed on the server are not being journaled. To correct the

SQL7008N error, you need to start journaling your tables or change the

isolation level to No Commit.

Tables may exist on IBM i server with character columns tagged with a CCSID

value of 65535. Accessing these tables with DB2 Connect middleware will

result in the EBCDIC hex representation being returned to the client. DB2

Connect does not have the ability to convert these columns tagged with CCSID

65535 into a character data string that's usable for a DB2 Connect client. There

are two suggested methods to make this character data is converted into the

proper encoding for a DB2 Connect client

1) Change the table's columns to the correct EBCDIC CCSID (typically 37 for

US English customers). This can be done either through the ALTER TABLE

statement or CHGPF CL command.

2) Create a view over the table which casts the column to the correct EBCDIC
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